Bibliometric Event

The conference is organised in cooperation of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Thomson Reuters. Distinguished experts on bibliometrics and research evaluation from Europe will present on these ever more important topics.

**Date and venue:** November 2, 2009, Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Arany János u. 1, Budapest

**Programme:**

10:30 a.m.: Coffee and cakes

11:00 a.m.: Opening remarks
Dr. Ágnes Téglási – Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
David Horky – Thomson Reuters

11:15 a.m.: Keynote speech
Dr. András Schubert, Hungarian Academy of Sciences – Network aspects of structural, dynamical and evaluative scientometrics

11:45 a.m.: Dr. Wolfgang Mayer, University of Vienna – A short survey of bibliometric practices at the University of Vienna

12:15 p.m.: Simon Pratt, Thomson Reuters – A bibliometric analysis of the impact of the expansion of Web of Science regional coverage

12:45 p.m.: Lunch break

1:45 p.m.: Prof. Petr Rab, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic – Evaluations in the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic: Past, present and future

2:15 p.m.: Dr. Tomaz Boh, Slovenian Research Agency – Use of information tools for evaluation of research activities: The case of Slovenian Research Agency

2:45 p.m.: Dr. Guillaume Rivalle, Thomson Reuters – InCites: The new Thomson Reuters research performance evaluation tool

3:15 p.m.: Panel discussion

4:00 p.m.: Event Closing